OPTICS AT ITS BEST

JABIL OPTICS OVERVIEW
JABIL IS ONE OF THE WORLD’S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS

Markets We Serve

- Healthcare
- Smart Packaging
- Mobility
- Consumer Lifestyles & Wearables
- Defense & Aerospace
- Computing & Storage
- Networking & Telecom
- Digital Home
- Point of Sale
- Automotive
- Print
- Industrial
- Energy

Our Ability to Execute

- 200K+ Employees
- 100+ Locations in 29 Countries
- 17,000 Supply Chain Partners
- 45M sf Manufacturing Space
- 250 Brands
- 25.3B FY19 Revenue
Strategic acquisitions & investments in best-in-class capabilities have built the world’s strongest optical engineering team with formidable design and mass production capabilities.
JABIL OPTICS: BROAD OPTICS EXPERIENCE

WE HAVE PROVIDED
- FULL PRODUCT DESIGN
- OPTOMECHANICAL DESIGN
- DEVELOPMENT & INTEGRATION
- INDUSTRIALIZATION
- DEPLOYMENT
- SERIAL PRODUCTION
- HIGH PRECISION ASSEMBLY DEPLOYMENT

FOR
- PROJECTION SYSTEMS
- IMAGING SYSTEMS

USED IN
- AR & VR
- LiDAR
- 3D SENSORS
- ADVANCED CAMERA SYSTEMS
JABIL OPTICS CAPABILITIES PRODUCE SUPERIOR PRODUCTS

- World Class Optical Design in Leading Innovation Centers
- Uniquely Qualified Team of Experts & PhDs
- Miniaturization Expertise
- IP Protection
- Global Supply Chain
- Full Portfolio of Active and Passive Assembly Technologies
- Active Alignment Process Transfer into Jabil High UPH Machines
- Custom Test Equipment
- Custom Algorithms for Production & Test
- Fast Prototyping & Scalable Manufacturing

Competitors have similar capabilities in some areas, JABIL OPTICS HAS THEM ALL.
OUR CUSTOMERS ARE MARKET LEADERS WHO …

Enable cutting edge technologies
Have strong brands
Fund innovative products
Seek a strong manufacturing partner
OUR VALUE FOR YOU

JABIL OPTICS DESIGNS

PRODUCTS

PROCESSES

EQUIPMENT

FOR MASS PRODUCTION
THANK YOU

Jabil Optics
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